As geospatial information seemingly moves from users' personal computers to 'the cloud', the use of the phrase 'geographic technologies' has increasingly indicated things beyond desktop GIS. With these shifts in the distribution of geospatial data and practices, and the rise of the geoweb as a site of inquiry, new concepts are needed to better understand the conditions of geographic technologies. In this paper, I conceptualize one such element of interactivity: connection. Here, I argue that a logic of continuous connectivity underlies the development of digital spatial media and influences the contemporary production of spatial knowledge. For those lives lived that are presumed to be 'alwaysconnected', interactions are figured by these connections to digital media. Many of these digital devices (especially mobile ones) become functional only through a series of connections to data and communication networks. For instance, mobile phones are in continuous communication regardless of direct use, 'listening' to cellular towers and analyzing proximity to deliver the best possible connection. From these system-level codes that maintain device connectivity to software-level codes that push and pull data to and from 'the cloud', being always-connected is part of a cultural milieu that has diverse implications not only for attention but also for the development of collective, spatial knowledge. Here, I situate the emergence of continuous connectivity in the marketing of handheld computers in the late-1990s, to historicize the importance of connection for understanding geospatial practices.
technological futurism and fetish, central to the map 2.0 or geoweb movement. More specifically, how might we situate the emergence of continuous connectivity as a cultural milieu, and what are the implications for how we study geoweb practices?
I explore these present histories to analyze how their emergent discourses permeate the current use of mobile technologies, in three parts. In the first section, Technological discourses, I review computing histories which pre-figure and intersect the emergence of a 'continuous connectivity' discourse. In the section Situating handheld computing, I introduce the discourse of 'continuous connectivity', setting it off from the centralized computing of the US postwar period and from the personal computing movement of the 1980s. I then trace this discourse in the history and marketing strategies of Palm Computing in the late 1990s, in a final section: Computing for your hand. As the GISciences begin to unpack the social implications of the geoweb, I argue for further consideration of the ways in which mobile spatial knowledge is entangled in consumer technology development.
!

Technological discourses
Computing developments have long been critiqued as inextricably bound up in the military-industrial complex (Edwards, 1996; Haraway, 1997) . This critique has been extended to technologies like geographic information systems (GIS) and global positioning systems (McHaffie, 1997; Roberts and Schein, 1995; Smith, 1992) . Generally, these literatures suggest that in order to fully understand the societal implications for computing technologies, the histories of their development must include their multiple co-implications, funding paths, and articulated problem-areas. These multiple positionings have bearing on their current implementations. In this section, I briefly review the discourses that shape the history of the computer as important for situating the development of handheld devices. By reading the histories of handhelds within the broader histories of computing, connections and contingencies emerge in the material-discursive relationships of their capital flows, imaginations, and logics of development.
A critical history of computing eventually settles in on Silicon Valley, California, where venture capitalism has persisted since the post-WWII period alongside the expanding role of the university in advancing state objectives and a growing need for high-technology occupations (Edwards, 1996) . General purpose computing brought about the development of new machinesanalog and digital computers, to extend (not replace) human 'computers' --rooms of individuals doing the work of calculations (Grier, 2005) . While popular histories of the computer recognize its origins as a product of military finance (for instance, see the website of the Computer History Museum, computerhistory.org), the connections between the military and the development of computing systems run deeper. Edwards complicates these origin stories, by demonstrating that computers emerged from a collaborative effort of military agencies, civilian researchers, and war-time contexts. For instance, the problem of ballistics during World War II, of calculating the trajectories of artilleries in mass, required the collaborative efforts of professors at MIT and Princeton, of 'computers' or hundreds of people using desk calculators, as well as Vannevar Bush's efforts to create an administrative system to more closely link government to science. This form of materialist, critical inquiry into technoscientific production, demonstrated by Edwards and perhaps most well-known in the work of Donna Haraway , not only investigates how the development of computers is situated in 1 the military-industrial complex, but it also places computing development within the larger governmental and university apparatuses -to tease out the discourses that make such endeavors possible.
The development of computing technology and the bolstering of Cold War ideologies were co-constitutive, reinforcing movements (Barnes, 2008; McHaffie, 2000) . Edwards (1996) identifies two discourses in play here: closed-world and cyborg discourses. Closed-world discourse --of modeling ! Haraway (1991 ! Haraway ( , 1997 similarly complicates narratives about technological development by situating the moments of 1 reliance and contingency, for example, in concepts of health and animal-testing. The developments of technoscience are not external to society. Instead, technology and society are co-constitutive constructions -fictions that necessarily make the real. and simulating the world as a closed system with systematized communication --and cyborg discourse --of the integration of humans into these systems and the experiences of connection and even intimacy afforded by such integrations --are the discourses that I suggest situate a later emergence of the handheld computer. His thorough diagramming of these discourses (of each having techniques, technologies, practices, experiences, fictions, fantasies, ideologies, language and metaphors) reinforces the collusions between these discourses in computing development (1996: p. 15, 21) , and provides a method of unpacking the complexities of technoscientific production.
In addition to interrogating the constitutive histories of computing development, scholars of software studies carefully explicate the accrual of software in everyday life. Here, even the relationship between hardware and software is problematized. Generally-speaking, the need for computers to transmit and receive information lead to a systematization of computing hardware. This is what Kittler (1995) terms the "implosion of hardware" and is followed by an "explosion of software" (p. 2). Kittler argues that the distinction between software and hardware is constructed, that 'hardware' is necessarily software, and vice versa:
Not only no program, but no underlying microprocessor system could ever start without the rather incredible autobooting faculty of some elementary functions that, for safety's sake, are burned into silicon and thus form part of the hardware. (1995: p. 3) ! That software retains this independence from hardware in society is, for Kittler, a strange fiction. The claims of copyright and commercial property bolster this constructed distinction. Furthermore, automated programming, or the transformation of coding schemes into reusable code, enabled the creation of higher-level programming languages, and as Chun (2004) writes, enabled "one to forget the machine" (p. 30). This process of forgetting occurs through an abstraction, where the action of coding is experienced as a machinic practice, where the machine as a matrix of voltage transistors disappears into the box, where the microprocessor is just any other interchangeable, exchangeable component of the material objects of computing. Coding languages draw us away from the machine.
However, as computing becomes part of bodily performance, new relationships are forged around software. This major break in computing development occurs in the late 1980s of Silicon Valley, where computing development began to move beyond the 'personal computer' and towards handheld and ubiquitous computing (Galloway, 2004) . Galloway writes of developers at Xerox who were interested in this new form, "in 'invisible' computers that would allow [users] to focus on life beyond computational devices" (p. 385). Hardware and software further collapse in this scheme. The body is raised to the level of hardware -of the 'mechanics' that underlie the practice of computingas that which makes mobile.
Computing-you-carry is about mobility and movement. It's about bringing the power of the computer with you, of allowing your mobile self to connect beyond the self, to leave a trace or remnant, to remain connected. As de Souza e Silva (2006) writes, the phenomena of mobile computing constitutes 'hybrid spaces' -spaces that are both physical and virtual. These spaces enable new forms of interaction with computing, including location-based services (Wilson, 2012) , digiplaces (Zook and Graham, 2007) , code/space (Kitchin and Dodge, 2011) , and the geoweb, more broadly (Crampton, 2009; Elwood, 2010) . Geographers have productively intervened in this discussion of the hybrid spaces constituted by mobile computing by exploring the spatialities that emerge from such technological development.
Indeed, digital technology begets new spaces of interaction Dodge and Kitchin, 2005a, b; Graham, 2005; Thrift and French, 2002) . Dodge and Kitchin (2005a) draw on the concepts of technicity and transduction (Mackenzie, 2002) to discuss the embeddedness of software in everyday life. Technicity refers to the effect of code, of its fundamental importance to "make things happen in conjunction with people" (Dodge and Kitchin, 2005a: p. 169, emphasis original) .
Transduction through code is about the reformulation of a domain (in this case, space) through the reiterations of coding effects. Graham (2005: p. 562) argues that certain applications of code serve to contribute to inequality, by separating "privileged and marginalized groups" in what he terms "software-sorted geographies". Furthermore, these spaces of interaction are not only produced through actual coding practices, but also through technological fantasies .
Through the fantastic images of new technologies and the coding practices of actually-existing techni-cities, spaces are produced in which organizations and individuals imagine new applications of possibility in the everyday.
The proliferation of spatial media over the last decade can be situated within research on the role of geospatial technologies in society, although this research rarely examines the imaginations and discourses that motivate spatial technology development (Leszczynski and Wilson, 2013; Wilson and Graham, 2013) . And while the discourse of citizen empowerment figures much of research on community uses of geospatial technologies (Aberley, 1993; Corbett and Keller, 2005; Elwood, 2002; Ghose, 2001; Harris and Weiner, 1998; Leitner et al., 2000; Ramasubramanian, 1999) , little research has examined how this discourse emerges from within the histories of geospatial computing development.
For instance, the growing interest by geographers to study the impacts of governmental 'neoliberalization' provided a stage in which to discuss the increasing use of geographic information systems (GIS) by non-or extra-statal organizations (Craig and Elwood, 1998; Elwood, 2004; Elwood and Leitner, 2003; Ghose, 2001) . And while these 'x-GIS' literatures (public participation GIS, participatory GIS, community GIS, qualitative GIS, etc.) do well to describe the multiplicity of contexts (Elwood and Ghose, 2004) and challenges (Elwood and Leitner, 2003) that face organizations that adopt spatial technologies, the technological assemblage itself is often absent from the discussion. This area of research --the social history of GIS --was part of the original NCGIA agenda and an area that O'Sullivan (2006) argues has been largely left untouched.
The writing of a social history of GIS now necessitates a broadened scope, as the ubiquity of digital media increasingly conditions geospatial technology development and use. Inquiry into the technoscientific discourses that shape the geospatial requires, I argue, a more complex understanding of the embrace of technology -the logics that constitute the technology and the desires that mediate its use. The mobile formation of spatial knowledge (whether considered neogeographic, volunteered geographic information or simply part of an expanding geoweb) rests precisely upon these logics and desires, and requires methods of inquiry that is practiced largely outside of the traditional GISciences. In the following section, I begin a tracing of the emergence of a discourse of continuous connectivity, examining this discourse as it stretches out from a particular technoscientific object: the PalmPilot. I suggest that continuous connectivity, understood through this lens, has significant implications for the practice of mobile spatial knowledge and, more generally, the advancing edge of digital culture. (Kim, 1990: p. 62) 
!
Situating handheld computing
!
The vision of a calculator-sized computer existed in the imaginations of hardware designers well into the late 1980s (Butter and Pogue, 2002; Kim, 1990) . As in the above quote, miniaturization --the "smaller and smaller" and yet "more powerful" prospect of computing --conditions the development of handhelds. Popular discourses of computing development highlight an evolutionary imagination, that compelling use cases drive the production of new computing devices. Indeed, that our computers have become more like calculators is far from beyond our imagination. Computing is now touted as ubiquitous and pervasive, sending and receiving messages in an intricate web of hardware-as-accessory. However, as part of that process of becoming ubiquitous, there were great energies put into the size of the computer (and sacrifices in power or functionality were overcome, or re-prioritized). This concentration on the down-sizing of computing eventually enabled new formfactors and new applications for computers, and thereby, new interactions and new forms of connectivity. I argue that this distinct break in computing-development discourse emerges as device construction shifts into the aesthetic and the affective.
The handheld computing device becomes a new generation of a specific technology, marked not specifically by closed world discourses of Cold War America, as it is not exclusively motivated by calculated inputs and outputs to produce predicted outcomes (Edwards, 1996) , but by a postmodern notion of connectivity -of being 'jacked in' -a cyberspace mantra drawn out of cyborg discourse.
However, while the technological outputs of this mobile computing era are entirely undetermined (or constructed so), the fantasies surrounding their development and implementation are not. Sam Kinsley (2010) , for example, suggests that ubiquitous computing technologies, specifically those designed in Silicon Valley, are guided by anticipatory logics -of technologies that anticipate the states of other objects of the collective web. These visionary futures move beyond computing that you hold in your hand, or store in your pocket. Not only is it computing that you wear, but it is a system of interconnected interfaces and a milieu of interfacing as a cultural paradigm (Johnson, 1997) .
And unlike its technological kin of the post-WWII era, handheld computing did not emerge from within a problem-to-be-solved, a science-to-be-practiced (and a nation-to-be-'saved'), but as an idea born by Silicon Valley venture capitalism and competitive entrepreneurialism, that even portable, pen-based computers could be made for consumers (Butter and Pogue, 2002: p. 8) . In situating computing development, to tell the story of the handheld, I therefore add a third discourse -a discourse of continuous connectivity -to the discourses of the closed world and of the cyborg.
Continuous connectivity frames a different problematic in computing development. While computing development of the Cold War era was concerned with creating mathematics and machinations to construct closed systems for controlled simulation and to develop systems for effective information transmission, a discourse of continuous connectivity emerges out of the desires for new affective relationships with increasingly personalized computing. Drawing on Edwards's (1996) diagramming of computing development discourses, Table 1 below depicts the techniques, technologies, practices, experiences, fantasies, languages, and metaphors of continuous connectivity discourse. Edwards (1996) .
The techniques of continuous connectivity involve synchronization protocols, which allow for the mobility of workstation-based databases and documentation, and for design requirements for handheld user interfaces. These techniques were realized and supported through technologies like the 'craddle' for the PalmPilot and its requisite HotSync software. Pen-based interactions required software to recognize a new form of handwriting called "Graffiti" by Palm. Together these techniques and technologies are experienced as practices of mobile computer usage -of bringing the computer in your pocket -and lead to the fantasies of wearable, ubiquitous computing. The languages that permeate this discourse are the languages of connectivity and transferability, as well as the (global) positioning language of the device that is distinct in its 'signature'. "You've got the whole world in your hand", as the chorus goes and handheld enthusiasts suggest (Peraino, 1999) , is the flip side of the world knowing your hand, no longer indistinguishable in the noise of digital culture. These metaphors tie together world and hand, where the hand unlocks vision towards new futures and new spaces ('see the future…' as response to 'where do you want to go today?'). The previous computing discourses articulated by Edwards (1996) are not revoked, but are reformulated. Continuous connectivity draws upon the efforts of the closed-world, to further build systems of communication that participate in a reconfiguration of time and space across the globe.
Discourse of continuous connectivity
Furthermore, the discourse of the cyborg is inextricably linked to continuous connectivity. The fantasies of particular human-technological interactions become realized in the handheld, creating new practices that motivate an affectual connection between self and device and other (Dourish and Bell, 2007; Turkle, 1999 Turkle, , 2007 . It is this manifestation of a discourse of continuous connectivity that the following section takes up, to further situate the kind of excitement that handheld technologies evoke in the late-1990s, and further still, today. For as scholars of the geoweb rush to understand the new geographies of user-generated geospatial data, I argue it is these moments of the late-1990s
where technologies of mobility emerge in a fantastic display of unencumbered imagination and bravado. 
Computing for your hand
Practices of storytelling about technological achievements permeate our daily encounters with technology. In order to understand why or how individuals make use of mobile technologies, I suggest that there must be an analysis of the discursive regimes that condition the possibility of that technology's use. In what follows, I examine the storytelling that surrounds the personal digital assistant, or PDA, by drawing on "the inside story", the reporting, and advertisements of Palm
Computing (acquired in 2010 by Hewlett-Packard), the corporation largely responsible for major strides in handheld computing development. The PDA, and specifically the PalmPilot, is arguably the first major consumer digital device that is emblematic of a discourse of continuous connectivity . For technophiles of the late-1990s, it is a touchstone and an object that inspired Newsweek to report on "The Cult of the Pilot" (Kaplan et al., 1997) .
The handheld computer can be read through 'technological frames' (Allen, 2004: p. 176-177) 1989. This was a pen-based computer, and Hawkins wrote the software that recognized handwriting.
By 1991, the GRiDPad was the only commercially 'available' pen-based computer (at $2,500 each), and nearly $100 million dollars had been poured into pen-based computing start-ups.
However, the GRiDPad was too big, too heavy (at 4.5 pounds), and too expensive for
Hawkins vision of a mini computer that everyone could own. His thinking was somewhere under $1,000 per unit and small enough to conveniently fit it in your hand. His decision to break away from The notion of pen-based computing was spreading; John Sculley, then CEO of Apple
Computer, had just announced that something he termed a personal digital assistant would be a $3.5 trillion market. Hawkins and his small team at Palm believed that the Zoomer was the device for that market. However, a few months later in May of 1992, Apple announced with a glitzy PR campaign, the Newton -a device that could recognize handwriting, including cursive handwriting. In response,
Casio, a partner of Palm, put impossible deadlines on the team, and required that the software for the Zoomer had to be burned permanently into the device's ROM, which made updated software releases impossible. Additionally, GeoWorks, the partner responsible for developing the operating system of the Zoomer, had never worked with 'electronic ink', or pen-based computing systems.
Disaster seemed ever-present for Palm and for pen-based computing. By 1994, the Newton had proved a failure, and according to Butter and Pogue (2002) , had poisoned the market for handheld computing. The Zoomer emerged without much fanfare, and Casio opted to stall development of the Zoomer II.
However, handheld devices would train their users to write in particular ways that the computer could understand. Recognizing this, Hawkins returned to software, and Palm Computing attempted to write code that could make other handheld devices like the Newton work better. Two pieces of software, according to Butter and Pogue, charted a new future for the company:
PalmConnect and Graffiti. Graffiti signaled a change in handheld computing development. These devices needed their own shorthand -a sophisticated way of communicating with the handheld computer that was not about handwriting, and more about glyphs, or symbology. Instead of attempting to decipher various handwriting styles, Graffiti was a new alphabet.
PalmConnect changed the discourse about handheld development. It was no longer about providing consumers with mini-computers. Instead, it was about accessorizing the computers they already owned. PalmConnect allowed consumers with computers to bring data with them -to extend their computer's desktop. With this focus on software, Palm set to engineer a new handheld device, without the help of their partners at Casio. Butter and Pogue cite a confidential document that circulated amongst the engineers:
Palm envisions a product that is smaller than today's PDAs or even most of today's electronic organizers. The device target design would be shirt pocket-sized… Code name for the product is Touchdown. It is a direct extension, it could be even called an accessory, to your desktop PC… (Butter and Pogue 2002: p. 80-81)
! By 1995, Palm had realized the design vision of Hawkins. The device would retail for under $300 and had a more simplified user interface. By making a device that was "shirt pocket-sized" as an "accessory" to a desktop computer, the user could be both connected to their information and be mobile: continuous connectivity.
The discourse of continuous connectivity enrolls the body as an extension of the computing experience. As developers sought to fit computing technologies to the hand (to reach the form factor of a shirt-pocket-sized computer), software solutions were designed to make sense for the hand. The very name of the visionary company in the field of handheld computing, Palm Computing, was chosen to evoke the body -to be of the hand -and in doing so constituted a new way of thinking about computing. Bodily enhancement through handheld technologies meant new ways of producing local knowledges and new ways of interacting with these knowledges. The concept of the handheld as a computing accessory -an accessory of your body -lends a notion of connectivity to this discourse of mobility, that while you are 'over there', moving around, you are always also 'here', interfacing with your desktop computer. As an aspect of a discourse of mobility, connectivity linked up these moving bodily technologies to the computer, linking the pocket to the desktop. Mastering the design of these devices involved a mastering of bodily appendage. The result was a biopolitical computing. It was "the whole world in your hand", your "life in a box", as one Wired writer penned, on his relationship with his handheld computer (Peraino, 1999) .
In the wake of the PalmPilot announcement in 1996 and its associated Palm software for synchronization and data entry, both the popular media and (to a lesser extent) the information and computational sciences documented how the opposition between connectivity and mobility collapses.
Considered an infrastructural problem in computing, mobility was materially --and, importantly, discursively --reformulated. The discourse of continuous connectivity is one result of this reformulation (others include, of course, the rush of speculative capital and the reorganization of the computing industry). Journalists reported that the PalmPilot "does not try to compete with a PC but complement it" (Orlowski, 1996, n.p.) and was an 'accessory' (Bliss, 1997; Davey, 1997; Ortiz, 1996; Smith, 1997; Sweeney, 1997) . This impacted the perceived function and utility of the device:
that a well-designed palmtop like the PalmPilot was one "that moves information back and forth from the desktop, not one that creates information" (Slatalla, 1997, n.p.) . Microsoft palmtops took a different approach, and the press generally reported the distinction; the New York Times hammered on: "Stop trying to replace the personal computer and instead create a PC extension" (Slatalla, 1997, n.p.) . This was felt as a sea-change in computing. Eric Benhamou, president of 3Com (then, the company that owned the PalmPilot), stated, "it gives you the feeling of being connected" (Newman, 1997, n.p.) . Indeed, this was bigger than new form factors for computing hardware; it was about life lived as always-connected. At the close of 1997, the following excerpt from a report underlines the sentiments surrounding these devices: (Wilson, 1997, n.p.) ! In just over a year, palmtop computing industries (with PalmPilot unarguably occupying center stage)
shifted computing squarely into the affective, to "feel in control of your life" (above).
While computer and information scientists also examined emerging handheld computing devices (understandably with greater delays than popular media), the topics of study were more about the infrastructural demands created by the eager expansion of this consumer electronic sector.
Scholars discussed disconnection realities, security and privacy risks, power consumption, (Ahson and Mahgoub, 1998 ) and limited radio frequency bandwidth (Chlamtac and Redi, 1998; Hartwig et al., 2000) amid a growing interest in wireless networking (Woo et al., 1998; Zimmerman, 1999) . They documented the need for more and better sensors to capture a device's context such as location and movement (Schmidt et al., 1999; Van Laerhoven and Cakmakci, 2000) , while examining the various cognitive implications for handheld device interfaces (Tseng et al., 1998) . The uncertainty of the industry (Allen, 1998) despite the proliferation of consumer predictions (Allen, 1999) likely aggravated these more technical issues as well as those of interoperability and an increasingly unwieldy set of mobile standards (Press, 1999) .
New devices and software, like the marvels of Apple's Siri product (software on a mobile device that interacts through voice-commands) reported now, often capture our attention in ways that appear completely ahistorical. However, the storytelling that surrounded Palm Computing should cause some pause, to recognize that bright and shiny objects that demand 'new' forms of interaction are predicated on previous successes and failures in technological development. In this sense, Palm Computing "locks in" (to draw on Lanier, 2011) a specific notion of mobile connectivity by the late-1990s: society should place value on the ability to move about with unprecedented access to exteriorized knowledge. In the next section, I share one aspect of this moment of technological futurism and fetish, snapping photos of Wired magazine advertisements that define the contours of these developments, specifically as they are invested in the body. 
!
In 1997, Wired announced the 'post-pc' era (see Figure 1 ). The Pilot (as it was originally called, before a pen company's cease-and-desist order) had only been a product for about 18 months.
The pages of Wired document a range of products that provide a backdrop for this era. 56 Kilobytes per second modems were just being introduced by US Robotics. AirWalk sneakers and Furbies were trending. Microsoft had introduced the 'Natural' Keyboard, an ergonomic input device. Apple had just announced their 'Think Different' campaign, with Steve Jobs back in command. Sony introduced the Digital Versatile Disc, or DVD, followed shortly by the Playstation. Y2K was on the horizon.
Norelco developed the first electric razor that dispensed lotion. The Pentium III was being hyped.
Desktop computers were clocking in at just over 300Mhz and Star Wars fans were getting glimpses of the digitally-mastered Episode 1: The Phantom Menace.
Computing and consumer electronics were being marketed as reflections of the self: the personal computer. Advertisements epitomize the unrolling of continuous connectivity for palmtop computing; here, I highlight five aspects: (1) the importance of perceived use, (2) the traveling of tasks, (3) the creation of mobile knowledge, (4) the personalization of the product, (5) and bodily invocation and extension.
First, many handheld devices had real usability problems, particularly the Windows CE devices which were found to require too many steps to complete simple tasks (Butter and Pogue 2002) . Indeed, the imaginations for the use of these devices extend a fantastic notion of interaction that was largely not realizable. The advertisement for the Newton MessagePad 2000 (Figure 2) confronts the tension between mobility and usage, touting "the only handheld computer you can actually use". The perceived use of these handheld devices, produced by marketing materials, was that the user could practice their usual work while on the device, with "crisp backlighting", better management of power consumption, screen size that allows you to "read the entire width of a fax", "record and take notes simultaneously", with a "real detachable keyboard (not a tiny, finger-cramping version)" (Figure 2 ). Perceived use is produced through these advertisements as competitors attempt to define the terms of effective and productive, continuous connectivity. The discourse of continuous connectivity is an embodied one, as it sutures technology to bodied form. In order for bodies to be mobile, technologies must be mobile, and in order to move, handheld technologies need a body -a hand to hold them. The product's footprint and the device's marketing both mimic the design of the user interface. A connectivity that was once stationary is now mobile. Mobility and connectivity, traditionally opposed, come together in the handheld device.
The marketing of these devices emphasize this discourse of continuous connectivity as that which conditions their perceived use and the range of tasks that are supported, determines the types of mobile knowledge that are accessed and created, and produces the self through personalization and invocation of the body. As such, handheld computing enables the data-rich environment that dominates current discussions of technology, where individuals serve as conduits for the production and consumption of mobile spatial knowledge.
! Following this advertisement, a series of parodies emerged titled "Simply Porn", created by Jason Kottke, who was 3 attempting to critique the advertising campaign as blatantly using images to sell devices (Quistgaard, 1999) . (Wortham, 2012, n.p.) ! Being continuously connected through handheld devices encounters certain limits. A vast literature narrates these limits as largely (infra)structural, and documents a digital divide to illustrate the material geographies of technological capacity (Graham, 2011) . These limits are also technocultural.
Being disconnected has taken on new value, just as being continuously connected is the object of existential angst. BBH Labs, the agency that turned Clarence and 12 other volunteers into a 'homeless hotspot' in Austin, Texas, decided to discontinue their efforts to build out this sociotechnical solution to the dual problems of unrealized labor value and of connectivity deserts.
While being continuously connected through a 'homeless hotspot' was considered by many users a step too far in computing, other spaces of persistent disconnectivity such as airplane passenger cabins may soon be spaces where users can reconnect during take-off and landing (Bilton, 2013). This prevalent discourse of continuous connectivity is not simply a social commentary on media proliferation (although, see Gleick, 2011; Lanier, 2010) . Instead, I have argued here that continuous connectivity was constituted by the computing industry to condition new styles of interaction. And its current expression takes on many forms: in advertisements for consumer electronics, in pedagogical studies of cognitive development, in popular media on the changing cultures of interaction, in the political ecologies of device construction and disposal, etc. Indeed, there are many implications, deeply material and discursive, for the rise of continuous connectivity through handheld computing.
By insisting on these multiple discursive-materialities which permeate the use of mobile technologies, I intend to disrupt more popular narrations of information technology use that lean toward the 'new' and tend toward the ahistorical, by examining the development stories and marketing conditions of handheld computing. Continuous connectivity draws in the narratives of the history of computing, the embodiment of the technology, and its fantastic imaginations of use.
This discourse creates a space where work around mobile spatial knowledge happens. Of course, this is not the only discourse that conditions and operates through mobile device development and use. Other discourses and more-than-visual forces bear on our current relationships with handheld technologies (c.f. Ash, 2010; Paterson, 2006) . 
